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a b s t r a c t

Electromagnetic simulation tools have been playing an increasing role in the design of contemporary
antenna structures. The employment of electromagnetic analysis ensures reliability of evaluating
antenna characteristics but also incurs considerable computational expenses whenever massive sim-
ulations are involved (e.g., parametric optimization, uncertainty quantification). This high cost is the
most serious bottleneck of simulation-driven design procedures, and may be troublesome even for
local tuning of geometry parameters, let alone global optimization. On the one hand, globalized search
is often necessary because the design problem might be multimodal (i.e., the objective function
features multiple local optima) or a reasonably good initial design may not be available. On the
other hand, the computational efficiency of popular algorithmic approaches, primarily, nature-inspired
population-based algorithms, is generally poor. Combining metaheuristics procedures with surrogate
modelling techniques and sequential sampling methods alleviates the problem to a certain extent but
modelling of nonlinear antenna responses over broad frequency ranges is extremely challenging, and
the aforementioned solutions are normally limited to rather simple structures described by a few
parameters. This paper proposes a novel approach to global optimization of multi-band antennas. The
major component of the presented framework is the knowledge-based inverse surrogate constructed
at the level of response features (e.g., frequency and level locations of the antenna resonances).
The surrogate facilitates decision-making process of inexpensive identification of the most promising
regions of the parameter space, and a rendition of the good-quality initial design for further local
tuning. Our methodology is validated using three examples of dual- and triple-band antennas. The
average optimization cost is only 150 full-wave antenna analyses while ensuring precise allocation
of the antenna resonances at the target frequencies. This performance is demonstrated superior over
both local optimizers and population-based metaheuristics.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Geometrical complexity of antenna systems has been growing
onsiderably over the last decade or so, partially due to in-
reasing performance demands incurred by emerging application
reas (5G wireless communications [1,2], wireless sensing [3],
icrowave imaging [4], internet of things, IoT [5], etc.), but also
dditional functionalities (MIMO operation [6], tunable anten-
as [7], enhanced gain [8], pattern diversity [9]). Another rea-
on is miniaturization, essential for mobile communication [10],
earable or implantable devices [11,12]. This fosters the de-
elopment of unconventional antenna topologies featuring com-
onents such as slots [13], stubs [14], defected ground struc-
ures [15], shorting pins [16], multi-layer structures [17], etc.
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Adequate evaluation of geometrically complex antennas requires
full-wave electromagnetic (EM) analysis.

One of the consequences of the structural complexity of mod-
ern antennas is that EM-driven optimization becomes instrumen-
tal in ensuring cutting-edge performance. Neither circuit theory
tools nor parametric studies are capable of yielding satisfactory
designs. Unfortunately, simulation-based design is often com-
putationally expensive, even if only local parameter tuning is
to be executed. Often the need for global search arises [18–
24], entailing considerably higher costs [25,26]. Examples include
multimodal problems (e.g., optimization of frequency-selective
surfaces [27], pattern synthesis of antenna arrays [28,29]), or sim-
ply the lack of reasonable initial design [30]. The latter typically
occurs when the antenna structure at hand contains a number of
topological alterations that implement additional functionalities
or facilitate size reduction (e.g., stubs or slots) [31,32].

Nowadays, the most popular methods for global optimiza-
tion are undoubtedly nature-inspired algorithms [33–41]. Initially
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onceived in the 1980s (e.g., genetic algorithms [42], evolutionary
lgorithms [43], ant systems [44], although evolutionary strate-
ies [45] date back to late 1960s), underwent significant de-
elopments in 1990s (e.g., particle swarm optimizers, PSO [46],
ifferential evolution [47]), to eventually dominate global op-
imization practice since early 2000s. Recent years observed a
apid growth in the number of methods (firefly algorithm [48],
armony search [49], grey wolf optimization [50], and others [51–
3]). By exchanging information between the members of the
opulation being processed, as well as producing new informa-
ion using both exploratory and exploitative operators [54], the
romising regions of the parameter space can be identified, which
nables global search capability. Nature-inspired algorithms are
ypically straightforward to implement but computationally in-
fficient (the number of objective function evaluations of even
everal thousand within a single algorithm run [55,56]). When
he antenna under design is evaluated using EM analysis, the
ssociated CPU cost becomes unmanageable.
Therefore, practical applicability of population-based tech-

iques in antenna optimization is limited to cases when the
bjective function is fast to evaluate (e.g., analytical array fac-
or models in pattern synthesis tasks [57,58]), the EM analysis
ost is low, or computational resources (and licencing) enable
arallelization. Another possible workaround is the incorpora-
ion of surrogate modelling techniques [59–61], such as krig-
ng [62], Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) [63], or neural net-
orks [64]. The surrogate construction is typically interleaved
ith the search process by incorporating the available high-

idelity data. The allocation of infill samples may be based on
arious criteria to either aid the parameter space exploration or
xploitation [65]. The alternatives include machine learning tech-
iques [66,67], also combined with sequential sampling meth-
ds [68]. Another option is pre-screening of the parameter space
sing auxiliary surrogates or variable-fidelity simulations [69].
In antenna design, utilization of surrogate modelling tech-

iques is severely hindered by the curse of dimensionality as
ell as highly nonlinear relationships between the geometry
arameters and antenna characteristics. Consequently, applica-
ility of surrogate-assisted nature-inspired methods is normally
imited to structures described by a small number of parameters
ithin narrow ranges thereof [70–72]. The recently proposed
erformance-driven modelling techniques [73–75] allow for alle-
iating the dimensionality issues by restricting the model domain
o a region containing the designs that are optimum with re-
pect to the performance figures relevant to the design task at
and [76]. Domain confinement permits a rendition of accurate
urrogates over broad ranges of parameters and operating condi-
ions using small number of training data samples [75] (that can
e further reduced using variable-fidelity EM simulations [77]).
ecently, the performance-driven modelling paradigm has been
lso applied to speed up multi-objective design procedures [78].
he major component of the aforementioned approaches is a
wo-step process with the inverse surrogate employed to identify
he parameter space region model domain definition purposes,
hich capitalizes on the slightly-nonlinear relationships between
he geometry parameters and the operating conditions of the
ntenna [75]. Another recent approach applied to reduce the
ost of EM-driven modelling and optimization procedures is the
esponse feature technology [79,80]. Therein, the optimization (or
odelling) task is reformulated in terms of appropriately defined
haracteristic points of the antenna outputs (e.g., frequency/level
llocation of multi-band antenna resonances), less nonlinearly
ependent on antenna geometry parameters than the entire fre-
uency characteristics. This translates into faster convergence of
he optimization process [79], or a significant reduction of data

cquisition cost in the modelling context [81].

2

This paper proposes an algorithmic framework for globalized
optimization of multi-band antenna structures. Our methodol-
ogy incorporates the inverse-modelling-based identification of
the promising parameter space regions and the response feature
technology for extracting the antenna operating parameters from
the EM simulation data. Both mechanisms are utilized to render
an initial design, further tuned by means of trust-region gradient
search procedure. The inverse model is constructed based on
pre-selected data obtained through stochastic search. During the
selection process relevant knowledge about the antenna oper-
ational parameters is extracted from its simulated responses.
This knowledge is then utilized to facilitate a decision-making
process of cost-efficient identification of the parameter space
regions containing high-quality designs. The major novelties and
technical contributions of this work include: (i) conceptual de-
velopment of the knowledge-based decision-making process that
allows for identifying the most promising regions of the param-
eter space, (ii) implementation of the algorithmic framework for
global optimization of multi-band antennas using feature-based
inverse surrogates, (iii) realization of the cost-efficient rendition
of high-quality initial designs using system-specific knowledge,
(iv) demonstrating the efficacy of the proposed approach in solv-
ing global optimization problems for multi-band antennas at a
cost comparable to that of the local search.

The presented framework is validated using three microstrip
antennas optimized to allocate their operating frequencies at
specific target values and improve matching therein. The results
indicate that our algorithm consistently yields satisfactory de-
signs, whereas its computational complexity is comparable to
that of local optimization routines. Comprehensive benchmarking
demonstrates its superiority over both multiple-run local search
and the state-of-the-art nature-inspired algorithms.

2. Global optimization of multi-band antennas by knowledge-
based inverse surrogates and response features

This section provides a detailed exposition of the proposed
procedure for globalized optimization of multi-band antennas.
The major mechanism incorporated into the algorithm is the
feature-based inverse surrogate that allows for rendering good
initial designs for further (local) parameter tuning. The core rou-
tine is generic, yet, in this work, we focus on multi-band an-
tennas because response feature identification is facilitated for
such devices by the very structure of their input characteris-
tics. Generalization of the procedure for other classes of antenna
systems will be considered elsewhere. The key concept of our
approach is to exploit the knowledge about the relationships
between the operational parameters (e.g., operating frequencies),
and physical dimensions or material parameters of the antenna
under design, and to encode it in the form of the inverse surrogate
constructed at the level of the response features. This surrogate
is then utilized for identifying the most promising regions of
the parameter space and finding the high-quality initial design
therein.

2.1. Design problem formulation

This work considers global optimization of input character-
istics of multi-band antennas. The design task is to allocate the
antenna resonances at the target frequencies f0.j, j = 1, . . ., K,
here K is the number operating bands. Let S11(x, f ) denote

the EM-simulated antenna reflection response at the frequency f,
with x being a vector of designable variables. The task is to solve

x∗
= argminU(x, f ) (1)
x t
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here U is a scalar merit function to be minimized, whereas ft =

ft.1 . . . ft.K ]T is a target vector of operating frequencies. The merit
unction is defined in a minimax sense

(x, f t ) = max
x

{|S11(x, ft.1)|, . . . , |S11(x, ft.K )|} (2)

It should be noted that the formulation (1), (2) can be gener-
lized to consider, e.g., matching improvement over bandwidths,
s well as to include other antenna characteristics. Here, we focus
n the objective function (2) as a representative case study used
o explain the proposed globalized search procedure.

.2. Response features for initial design quality assessment of multi-
and antennas

As explained in the introduction, appropriate tuning of geom-
try parameters is instrumental in achieving satisfactory perfor-
ance of antenna structures. For reliability reasons, it is normally
onducted at the level of EM simulation models. In many cases, it
as to be carried out in a global sense, for example, if the problem
t hand is multi-modal (i.e., multiple local optimal are present),
r a sufficiently good initial design is not available. In practice,
oth issues may occur at the same time. Common examples
nclude design of compact structures, where the introduction of
arious topological modifications leads to parameter redundancy,
r re-design of multi-band antennas for operating frequencies
onsiderably different from those at the current design. The pri-
ary challenge of globalized search is to conduct exploration of

he entire parameter space, which is hindered by considerable
onlinearity and variability of antenna characteristics, especially
n terms of large shifts of the operating frequencies across the
esign space. The same reasons make a construction of globally
ccurate surrogates virtually impossible.
In this work, we focus on multi-band antennas, where the

rimary objective is to allocate the antenna resonances at the
arget operating frequencies. If the parameter space is large in
erms of the considered parameter ranges, the resonances will be
istributed outside the frequency range of simulation or allocated
oo far away from the target values for the vast majority of ran-
omly picked variable vectors. In either case, local optimization
s unable to yield a satisfactory design. This is illustrated in Fig. 1
or an exemplary dual-band dipole antenna.

Despite the aforementioned issues, extracting information
bout the allocation of antenna resonances (both in terms of
heir frequency and level coordinates) may be useful to facili-
ate the global search procedures. Processing of these so-called
haracteristic points of antenna responses has been a foundation
f the feature-based optimization (FBO) technology proposed
n [79]. FBO capitalizes on slightly nonlinear dependence between
he antenna geometry parameters and the feature point coordi-
ates [81]. An example of such a relationship has been shown in
ig. 2 for the dual-band antenna of Fig. 1.
The feature points can be extracted from the complete antenna

haracteristics through post-processing. In general, the character-
stic point definition depends on the design problem formulation.
or the considered dual-band antenna example, if the goal is to
llocate its resonances at the given target frequencies and to min-
mize the reflection level therein, the suitable response features
re just the frequency and level coordinates of the resonances.
f the objective is to maximize the fractional bandwidth around
he target frequencies, a more convenient characteristics points
ould be the frequencies corresponding to −10 dB reflection

evel (see, e.g., [79] for a more extensive discussion of the sub-
ect). In this work, the feature points corresponding to antenna
esonances will be used for design quality assessment in the first
tage of the proposed global search algorithm (cf. Section 2.4).
3

.3. Global search using inverse surrogates

As mentioned in Section 2.2, extracting and processing char-
cteristic points of the antenna responses is a powerful tool for
valuating the design quality, especially in terms of the misalign-
ent between the actual and target operating frequencies. In

his work, we exploit the weakly nonlinear relationships between
he operating frequencies and geometry parameters as illustrated
n Fig. 2 for the dual-band antenna example. At this point, it
hould be mentioned that a similar concept was a foundation of
erformance-driven modelling frameworks [76].
Therein, the domain of the surrogate was established by ap-

roximating the optimum design manifold using an auxiliary
nverse model constructed using a set of reference designs opti-
ized for selected vectors of target operating conditions (e.g., op-
rating frequencies in the case of multi-band antennas). This
llowed for restricting the volume of the domain and a rendition
f accurate surrogates using very limited number of training
ata samples [75]. In [75], the inverse model was constructed
sing kriging interpolation [59]. The employment of interpola-
ive models was justified by the fact that the reference points
ere allocated on the aforementioned optimum design mani-

old. This is clearly convenient but not directly applicable in this
ork, because pre-optimized designs are not available in a global
ptimization context.
The approach developed in this work is loosely related to

erformance-driven modelling concepts yet is does not assume
he availability of any pre-optimized points. Instead, it only uses a
et of random observables generated over the antenna parameter
pace, which may or may not be of good quality. The quality
ssessment is realized using the problem-specific knowledge in
he form of characteristic points of antenna reflection character-
stics outlined in Section 2.2. Selected observables are used for
onstruction of a regression-based inverse surrogate, which is
ubsequently employed to generate the infill points in the most
romising regions of the parameter space. The decision-making
rocedure is iterated until a sufficiently good initial design is
ound for further local tuning. In each iteration, the current set
f observables is refined by replacing the worst designs by those
hat are of higher quality with respect to the assumed design
bjectives. The remaining part of this sub-section provides a
eneral outline of the method, followed by a detailed pseudocode.
The following notation will be used throughout:

• F (x) = [f 1(x) . . . fK (x)]T – a vector of antenna operating
frequencies at the design x (i.e., frequency coordinates of
the feature points); if, for any reason (e.g., some of the
antenna resonances are allocated outside the EM simulation
frequency range) some of fks cannot be extracted, a zero
vector F (x) = [0 . . . 0]T is assigned;

• L(x) = [l1(x) . . . lK (x)]T – a vector of antenna reflection
levels at the operating frequencies at the design x (i.e., level
coordinates of the feature points); if, for any reason some
of fks cannot be extracted, a zero vector L(x) = [0 . . . 0]T is
assigned;

• D(F, ft ) — a distance function determining the misalignment
between the target vector of operating frequencies ft (cf.
Section 2.1) and a given operating frequency vector F ; a
simple example is an Euclidean norm D(F, ft ) = ∥ F – ft∥
, but in this work we use the infinity norm, i.e., D(F, ft ) = ∥

F – ft∥ ∝ to account for the worst-case scenario;
• Daccept – user-defined threshold distance to determine

whether the best design obtained so far with the corre-
sponding operating frequency vector F is sufficiently close
to the target, i.e., if D(F, f ) ≤ D ;
t accept

http://mostwiedzy.pl
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Fig. 1. Exemplary dual-band antenna and its reflection characteristics: (a) antenna geometry, (b) reflection responses at selected designs randomly assigned within
the assumed parameter space. The vertical lines mark the target operating frequencies (here, 2.45 GHz and 4.3 GHz). Initiating the local search, e.g., in the minimax
sense of reducing the reflection level at and around the target frequencies, from the majority of the shown designs would lead to a failure due to poor initial
allocation of the antenna resonances.
r

The global search procedure employs the following steps (a rig-
orous description is provided later on):

1. Generate a set of random vectors x(j), j = 1, . . ., N, over
the assumed parameter space X (typically, determined by
the lower and upper bounds for design variables), such
that ∥F (x(j))∥ > 0 for all j. The set is found by sequentially
generating random observables until N vectors satisfying
the above condition have been found.

2. Construct an inverse regression model rI (F ) with the values
in X, that represents the relationship between the antenna
operating frequencies and geometry parameters; the model
is established using the feature vectors F (x(j)) and L(x(j)), as
well as the corresponding parameter vectors x(j).

3. Use rI as a predictor to find a candidate design xtmp = rI (ft ),
where ft is the vector of target operating frequencies (cf.
Section 2.1). If ∥F (xtmp)∥ > 0 and D(F (xtmp), ft ) < max{j= 1,
. . ., N : D(F (x(j)), ft )}, replace the vector ensuring the above
maximum by xtmp;

The steps 2 and 3 are iterated until identifying the candidate
atisfying D(F (xtmp), ft ) < Dmax (a user-defined acceptance thresh-
old), upon which the local refinement is executed as described in
Section 2.4. In plain words, the procedure generates random ob-
servables until a sufficient number of designs have been found for
which clearly defined feature points (here, antenna resonances)
can be extracted. Subsequently, the inverse model (similar to
what has been visualized in Fig. 2(b)) is constructed and used
to predict a location of the design for which the operating fre-
quencies are possibly close to the target ft . This design replaces
one of the base designs x(j) assuming it is of sufficient quality in
terms of the metric D(F, ft ). Over the iterations, the inverse model
will be gradually more and more focused in the vicinity of the
parameter space region that contains the designs featuring low
values of D(F, ft ). Concentration of these base designs would also
lead to the improved local accuracy of the inverse model. Fig. 3

shows a graphical explanation of the procedure.

4

As mentioned above, the critical component of the proce-
dure is the inverse model rI (F ) established using the feature
vectors F (x(j)) and L(x(j)). Due to typically weakly nonlinear de-
pendence between the feature points and geometry parameters,
the following analytical form of the model has been assumed:

r I (F ) = r I
(
[f1 . . . fK ]

T )
=

⎡⎢⎣rI.1(F )

· · ·

rI.n(F )

⎤⎥⎦

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
p1.0 + p1.1 exp

(
K∑

k=1

p1.k+1fk

)
· · ·

pn.0 + pn.1 exp

(
K∑

k=1

pn.k+1fk

)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3)

The model coefficients are obtained by solving the nonlinear
egression problems of the form[
pj.0 pj.1 . . . pj.K+1

]
= arg min

[b0b1... bK+1]

N∑
k=1

wk

[
rI.j
(
F (x(k))

)
− x(k)

j

]2
j = 1, . . . , n (4)

where x(k)j is the jth component of the parameter vector x(j),
whereas the weighting factors wk are related to the level coor-
dinates of the feature points as

wk =
[
1 − max{l1(x(j)), . . . , lk(x(j))}

]2
k = 1, . . . ,N (5)

In other words, the inverse model is set up as a trend func-
tion approximating the observables x(j) in the sense of (2), i.e.,
weighted L-square.

The weighting factors are introduced to put more emphasis on
the points corresponding to deeper resonances, as those designs
are closer to the optimum design manifold (cf. [75]). Examples

http://mostwiedzy.pl
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Fig. 2. Dual-band dipole antenna: (a) response features corresponding to antenna resonances (o) and −10 dB reflection levels (□); note that some of the feature
oints may not exist depending on the design (e.g., one of the resonances being outside the simulation frequency range); (b) relationship between the operating
requencies and the three selected geometry parameters. The circles represent specific antenna designs, whereas the grey points denote the regression model of the
orm a0 + a1exp(a2f1 + a3f2) representing the trends between the operating frequencies and antenna dimensions. It should be noted that the trends are smooth
nd weakly nonlinear.
f the surfaces representing the inverse model can be found in
ig. 2(b).
Now we are in a position to provide a rigorous formulation of

he global search procedure outline above. It works as follows:

1. Set j = 1;
2. Generate a random vector x(j) ∈ X;
3. if ∥F (x(j))∥ > 0

Accept x(j); set j = j + 1;

end
4. if j ≤ N AND computational budget has not been exceeded
5

Go to 2;

else
Go to 5;

end
5. Construct the inverse regression model rI (F ) as in (3)–(5);
6. Generate a candidate design xtmp = rI (ft ), where ft is the

vector of target operating frequencies (cf. Section 2.1);
7. if ∥F (xtmp)∥ > 0 AND D(F (xtmp), ft ) < Dmax = max{j =

1, . . .,N:

D(F (x(j)), f )}
t

http://mostwiedzy.pl
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Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of the basic components of the proposed knowledge-based global optimization procedure: (a) generation of random observables: the
decision-making process allows for selecting only the parameter vectors for which the corresponding antenna responses have resonances within the simulation
frequency range, which are further utilized for inverse model construction, (b) observables (•) in the two-dimensional operating frequency space f1 , f2 for a selected
eometry parameter x along with their projections onto the f1-f2 plane, and the initial inverse model (grey surface); target operating frequencies marked using blue
ircle; (c) first iteration of the global search process: the infill point predicted by the inverse model (marked using grey circle) replaces the worst observable and the
nverse model is updated; the procedure is then repeated; (d) last iteration: the observables are concentrated near the target frequencies and the updated inverse
odel yields the design which is sufficiently close to the target; the procedure is terminated and followed by local refinement (Section 2.4). Note that the pictures

b)–(d) refer to a single geometry parameter x, in practice the same correction-prediction scheme is applied to all relevant geometry parameters simultaneously.
1

D
w
d

Replace the vector realizing Dmaxin {x(j)}j=1,...,N by xtmp;

else
Generate random observables xtmp until satisfying

D(F (xtmp), ft ) < Dmax, in which case the vector realizing Dmax
in {x(j)}j=1,...,N is replaced by xtmp; in case of exceeding the
computational budget go to 9;

end
8. Update the inverse regression model rI (F ) using current set

{x(j)}j=1,...,N ;
9. Find x(0) = x(jmin), where jmin = argmin{j = 1, . . .,N:

D(F (x(j)), ft )};
0. if D(F (x(0)), ft ) ≤ Daccept OR computational budget has been

exceeded
Go to 11

else
6

Go to 6

end
1. Return x(0); END;

The introductory four steps of the procedure describe the
initial sampling that leads to identification of N designs featuring
clearly-defined characteristics points. These vectors are used to
construct the first inverse surrogate rI (Step 5). In Steps 6 through
10, the inverse model is employed as a predictor tool to yield
the candidate design xtmp, at which the antenna is intended to
have its resonances allocated as close to the target values ft
as possible. The candidate design – provided it is of sufficient
quality – replaces the worst observable vector, which is followed
by rebuilding the inverse model. The process continues until
a sufficiently good design x(0) has been found (i.e., such that
(F (x(0)),ft ) ≤ Daccept ) or the computational budget is exceeded (in
hich case the best design found so far is returned as x(0)). The
esign x(0) will undergo local tuning, as described in Section 2.4.
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.4. Local refinement by trust-region gradient search

The acceptance threshold Daccept of Section 2.3 is set to en-
ure that the operating frequencies of the design satisfying the
ondition D(F (x(0)),ft ) ≤ Daccept are sufficiently close to ft so that
the target values are attainable from x(0) through local search.
In this work, we use trust-region (TR) gradient-based optimizer
with numerical derivatives as the optimization engine [82]. The
TR procedure yields a series of approximations to x∗, denoted as
x(i), i = 0, 1, . . ., by solving

x(i+1)
= arg min

x;−d(i)≤x−x(i)≤d(i)
UL(x, f t ) (6)

here UL is the objective function of the same form as the
riginal function U (cf. (1)), but obtained using the first-order
aylor expansion model G(i)(x, f ) of antenna responses (rather
han directly from EM-simulated responses S11(x, f )). The linear
odel is defined as
(i)(x, f ) = S11(x(i), f ) + ∇S(x(i), f ) · (x − x(i)) (7)

ith the gradients estimated using finite differentiation. Note
hat the sub-problem (6) is solved within the interval x(i) −d(i)

≤

≤ x(i)+d(i), referred to as the trust region (here, the inequalities
re understood component wise). The size vector d(i) is adjusted
sing the standard rules [82]. If the iteration is successful, i.e.,
(x(i+1), ft ) < U(x(i), ft ), the design yielded by (6) is accepted and
he next iteration begins. The computational cost of updating the
inear model is n + 1 EM antenna simulation.

The termination condition is convergence in argument ∥x(i+1)
−

(i)
∥ < ε, or shrinking the trust region ∥d(i)

∥ < ε (whichever
ccurs first). Here, we assume ε = 10−3. The local tuning can
e sped up by means of sparse sensitivity updates (e.g., [32,80]).
n this work, a very simple mechanism is employed, where
he finite differentiation is replaced by the Broyden updating
ormula [83] when the optimization process is sufficiently close
o convergence, or ∥x(i+1)

− x(i)∥ < 10ε.

.5. Optimization framework

This section briefly summarizes the entire optimization frame-
ork proposed in this work. The two major stages thereof are the
lobal search process of Section 2.3, and local refinement of Sec-
ion 2.4. The control parameters of the algorithm are juxtaposed
gain below for the convenience of the reader:

• N – the number of observables for inverse model construc-
tion;

• Nmax.1 – computational budget: maximum number of EM
antenna evaluations for initial sampling;

• Nmax.2 – computational budget: maximum number of EM
antenna evaluations for global search stage;

• Nmax.3 – computational budget: maximum number of EM
antenna evaluations for local tuning stage;

• Daccept – the threshold for accepting designs produced by the
global search stage (cf. Section 2.3);

• ε - termination threshold (for convergence in argument and
trust-region size, cf. Section 2.4);

t should be noted that the algorithm only has two important
ontrol parameters, which are N and Daccept . The remaining pa-
ameters are standard. In particular, the termination threshold
s set to determine the required resolution of the optimization
rocess, whereas the computational budget numbers are typically
et up with some margin (in practice, the termination of both
lobal and local search stages is due to convergence rather than
xceeding the budget). Now, the number N of samples for inverse

odel construction is normally kept small, say 10 or 20, which

7

is because the inverse model is set up over low-dimensional
operating frequency space, and the number of model coefficients
is also low (specifically, K + 2). Selection of Daccept is somehow
problem dependent: in order to ensure that the target frequencies
are attainable from x(0) using local search Daccept should be set
so that the distances between the target frequencies and the
actual ones at the initial design are not larger the corresponding
impedance bandwidths.

The operating flow of the entire algorithm can be described as
follows:

1. Input arguments:

• Target operating frequencies ft ,
• Objective function U,
• Parameter space X;

2. Produce initial design x(0) by performing global search (Sec-
tion 2.3);

3. Obtain final design x∗ through local tuning (Section 2.4),
using x(0) as the starting point.

Fig. 4 shows the flow diagram of the process. Therein, the global
search part has been broken down into several steps, according
to the description provided in Section 2.3. The local tuning is
represented as a single block.

At this point, it should also be emphasized that the presented
approach is not limited to optimization of multi-band antennas
in the sense of the objective function (2), i.e., matching im-
provement at the centre frequencies. It can also be employed to
improve matching over the bandwidths centred at the target fre-
quencies, or even bandwidth enhancement. Both would require
a different definition of the objective function at the local tuning
stage; however, the global search part would remain essentially
intact. More detailed treatment of this subject will be provided
elsewhere.

3. Demonstration case studies

This section provides numerical verification of the knowledge-
based optimization framework proposed in Section 2. The pri-
mary novelties of our approach include conceptual development
of the decision-making process that identifies the most promis-
ing regions of the parameter space, and implementation of the
global optimization algorithm for the design of multi-band an-
tennas using feature-based inverse surrogates, as well as low-
cost rendition of high-quality initial designs using system-specific
knowledge. The numerical verification carried out using three
microstrip antennas, a dual-band dipole, and two triple-band
structures. The results obtained with our methodology are bench-
marked against multiple-start local optimization as well as a rep-
resentative nature-inspired algorithm (here, the particle swarm
optimizer). The proposed framework is demonstrated to be su-
perior over the local optimizer and nature-inspired procedure, as
it solves global optimization problems at a cost comparable to
that of local search. The major factors considered in the analysis
include reliability of the optimization process, quality of the final
design, as well as the computational cost.

The remaining part of this part of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 3.1 introduces the test antenna geometries and
formulates the design tasks. Experimental setup is explained in
Section 3.2 along with the numerical results obtained using the
proposed and the benchmark techniques. Result discussion is

provided in Section 3.3.
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 Fig. 4. Flow diagram of the proposed framework for globalized optimization of multi-band antennas.
.1. Test antenna structures

Fig. 5 shows the three antenna structures employed to validate
he globalized optimization framework proposed in this work.
hese are:

• Antenna I: dual-band uniplanar dipole antenna [84], imple-
mented on RO4350 substrate (εr = 3.48, h = 0.762 mm). The
independent geometry parameters are x
= [l1 l2 l3r w1 w2 w3]

T , with l3 = l3r l1; we also
have l0 = 30, w0 = 3, s0 = 0.15 and o = 5; all dimensions
except l3r (which is relative) are in mm.

• Antenna II: triple-band dipole antenna [85], also imple-
mented on RO4350 substrate (εr = 3.48, h = 0.762 mm). The
independent geometry parameters are x
= [l1 l2 l3r l4 l5r w1 w2 w3 w4 w5]

T , with
l3 = l3r l1 and l5 = l5r l3; dimensions l0 = 30, w0 = 3,
s0 = 0.15 and o = 5 are fixed; dimensions are in mm except
l3r and l5r , which are relative.

• Antenna III: triple band U-slotted patch with L-slot DGS [86],
implemented on 3.064-mm-thick substrate of relative per-
mittivity 3.2. The independent geometry parameters are x =

[L1 Ls Lur W W1 dLr dW r g ls1r ls2r wur ]
T ;

the following dimensions are fixed: b = 1, wf = 7.4,
s = 0.5, w = 0.5, dL = L ; we also have additional
2 1

8

relationships: L = Ls + g + L1 + dL2, Lu = LurW1, dL =

dLrL, dW = dW rW , ls1 = ls1r (L − dL), ls2 = ls2r (W −

dW ),wu = wur (L1 − b − s).

The computational models for all structures are implemented
in CST Microwave Studio, and simulated using its time-domain
solver.

The design tasks are formulated as in Section 2.1 with the
objective function in the form of (2). The target frequencies and
parameter spaces for Antennas I through III have been listed in
Table 1. It should be noticed that the parameter space dimen-
sionalities are relatively large, especially for Antennas II and III,
whereas the parameter ranges are very broad: the average upper-
to-lower bound ratio is as high as 4.2 for Antenna I, 8.4 for
Antenna II, and 2.6 for Antenna III.

3.2. Experimental setup and results

For each test antenna, the optimization process is executed ten
times using the following algorithms:

• The proposed inverse-surrogate-based framework of Sec-
tion 2. The control parameters are set as follows (the same
for all cases): N = 10, Nmax.1 = 100, Nmax.2 = 100, Nmax.3 =

500, ε = 10−3, D = 0.2;
accept
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Fig. 5. Verification antenna structures: (a) Antenna I [84], (b) Antenna II [85], (c) Antenna III [86], the light-shade grey denotes a ground-plane slot.
Table 1
Target operating frequencies and parameter spaces for Antennas I through III.
Antenna Target operating frequencies

[GHz]
Parameter space X
(lower bounds l and upper bounds u)

I ft = [2.45 5.3]T l = [15 3 0.35 0.2 1.8 0.5]T
u = [50 12 0.85 1.5 4.3 2.7]T

II ft = [2.45 3.6 5.3]T l = [20 3 0.6 3 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2]T
u = [50 5 0.85 5 0.85 2.2 4.2 2.2 4.2 2.2]T

III ft = [3.5 5.8 7.5]T l = [10 17 0.2 45 5 0.4 0.15 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.1]T
u = [16 25 0.6 55 15 0.5 0.3 0.8 0.4 0.65 0.5]T
• Particle swarm optimizer (PSO) [87] using the swarm size of
10, with maximum number of iterations 50 (Version I) and
100 (Version II), and the standard control parameter setup
(χ = 0.73, c1 = c2 = 2.05);

• Trust-region gradient-based optimization using the algo-
rithm of Section 2.4; each run is executed using a random
starting point.

PSO is employed as a representative nature-inspired global
ptimization routine, whereas local optimization is included in
rder to demonstrate the need for global optimization for the
onsidered test problems.
The optimization results have been gathered in

ables 2 through 4. Figs. 6–8 show – for the selected algorithm
uns – the antenna responses at the final designs obtained using
he proposed framework, for Antennas I, II, and III, respectively.

.3. Discussion

The results provided in Tables 2 through 4 demonstrate truly
lobal optimization capabilities of the inverse-modelling-based
rocedure proposed in this work. In the analysis below we focus
n the three aspects of the optimization process:

• Reliability: The proposed algorithm consistently finds sat-
isfactory design (i.e., appropriately allocates the antenna
operating frequencies) at all of its runs and for all consid-
ered antenna structures. A comparison with local search
indicates that the design task is indeed multimodal and
inadequate choice of the initial design results in poor per-

formance (satisfactory designs found in less than 50 percent

9

of the cases on the average). Reliability of PSO is noticeably
better, although it is not as good as for the proposed ap-
proach. Also, restricting the computational budget to 500
antenna simulations has a detrimental effect on the relia-
bility, which suggests that 1,000 objective function calls is
about a minimum number required to maintain practical
result repeatability.

• Design quality: The proposed algorithm clearly ensures the
best design quality as measured by the average objective
function value. It is considerably better than both the local
routine and PSO (in both 50 and 100 iteration versions).

• Computational cost: The computational efficiency of the pro-
posed method is considerably better than PSO. What is more
important, the average cost of our procedure is comparable
to that of the gradient search. The average expenses are
only about 45 percent higher, which is negligible having
in mind that this small extra cost enables global search
capabilities. It should also be mentioned that the average
cost of the global search stage for the proposed algorithm
is 34, 40, and 36 antenna simulations for Antennas I, II, and
III, respectively, which is about 25 percent of the overall
costs. This indicates that a combination of response fea-
tures and inverse surrogates constitutes a quite powerful
tool that allows us to exploit the dependence between the
antenna operating frequencies and its geometry parameters
at minimum computational budget. Whereas the number of
iterations of the local search are equal to 17, 12 and 9 for the
respective antennas. The remaining details on the optimiza-
tion task are the following. The imposed constraints include

only lower and upper bounds on the geometry parameters,
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Table 2
Optimization results for Antenna I.
Optimization method Inverse-surrogate-based

algorithm (this work)
PSO Trust-region

gradient-based algorithm

50 iterations 100 iterations

Average objective function value [dB] −26.4 −18.2 −19.3 −13.5
Computational costa 144.7 500 1,000 84.2
Success rateb 10/10 9/10 10/10 6/10

aThe cost expressed in terms of the number of EM simulations of the antenna structure under design.
bNumber of algorithms runs at which the operating frequencies were allocated with sufficient accuracy, i.e., to satisfy the condition
D(F (x∗),f t ) ≤ Daccept .
Table 3
Optimization results for Antenna II.
Optimization method Inverse-surrogate-based

algorithm (this work)
PSO Trust-region

gradient-based algorithm

50 iterations 100 iterations

Average objective function value [dB] −17.9 −10.8 −13.8 −7.8
Computational costa 171.1 500 1,000 105.8
Success rateb 10/10 5/10 8/10 4/10

aThe cost expressed in terms of the number of EM simulations of the antenna structure under design.
bNumber of algorithms runs at which the operating frequencies were allocated with sufficient accuracy, i.e., to satisfy the condition
D(F (x∗),f t ) ≤ Daccept .
Table 4
Optimization results for Antenna III.
Optimization method Inverse-surrogate-based

algorithm (this work)
PSO Trust-region

gradient-based algorithm

50 iterations 100 iterations

Average objective function value [dB] −20.2 −12.3 −14.2 −12.1
Computational costa 142.6 500 1,000 125.4
Success rateb 10/10 6/10 8/10 4/10

aThe cost expressed in terms of the number of EM simulations of the antenna structure under design.
bNumber of algorithms runs at which the operating frequencies were allocated with sufficient accuracy, i.e., to satisfy the condition
D(F (x∗),f t ) ≤ Daccept .
and the algorithm is set up to preserve feasibility of solu-
tions, which is simply achieved by imposing box-constraints
when optimizing linear model of the trust-region algorithm.
It should also be observed, that the optimization task is for-
mulated in a minimax sense, and the optimum is not known
beforehand (i.e., there is no target solution the algorithm is
aiming at).

The aforementioned features of the introduced optimization
procedure make it a potentially useful tool for handling global op-
timization tasks for multi-band antennas. The repeatability of so-
lutions produced by the procedure is remarkable while maintain-
ing the computational efficiency comparable to that of gradient-
based local optimizers.

The proposed procedure can be employed for solving opti-
mization tasks, especially in the cases when the objective func-
tion is expensive to calculate. The sole limitation is that the an-
tenna structure under design featured suitably shaped responses
with easily distinguishable characteristic points. The proposed
procedure may be generalized to other types of antenna char-
acteristics, as well as applied to other classes of high-frequency
components.

4. Conclusion

The paper proposed a novel algorithm for globalized optimiza-
tion of multi-band antennas. Our approach involves an inverse
regression model established using a set of random observables,
and employed to determine the relationships between the an-
tenna target operating frequencies and geometry parameters. Its

construction relies on response feature technology to avoid direct

10
processing of complete frequency characteristics and to capitalize
on slightly nonlinear dependence of the feature point coordinates
and antenna dimensions. Owing to the exploitation of the system-
specific knowledge, the proposed framework is both reliable and
sufficient: the knowledge-based inverse surrogate employed in
the decision-making process yields a high-quality initial design
that only needs to be locally tuned to render optimal design satis-
fying the assumed design specifications. The presented methodol-
ogy has been validated with the use of three microstrip antennas,
and demonstrated to properly allocate the operating frequencies
for all algorithm runs. Benchmarking against multiple-start local
search as well as nature-inspired metaheuristic procedures (here,
particle swarm optimization) indicate superior efficacy of the
proposed procedure both in terms of reliability and computa-
tional costs. More specifically, the typical cost of the optimization
process is comparable to that of local gradient-based tuning, and,
at the same time, it is significantly lower than for population-
based routines. The presented approach can be considered a
viable alternative to existing methodologies, especially in terms
of ensuring global search capabilities at low computational ex-
penses. It should be observed that the applicability of our method
is limited to antenna structures of suitably shaped responses
featuring easily distinguishable characteristic points. Still, the
characteristics of different types of real-world antennas are, as a
matter of fact, appropriately structured (e.g., multi-band antennas
employed here as verification case studies). The future work will
be focused on generalization of the method to other types of
antenna characteristics, as well as applications to other classes
of high-frequency components.
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Fig. 6. Antenna I responses at the designs obtained using the proposed global optimization framework for selected algorithm runs: (a) run 1, (b) run 2, (c) run 3.
Dashed line shows the initial design x(0) obtained after the global search stage, solid line represents the antenna response at the final design. Vertical lines mark the
target operating frequencies, here 2.45 GHz and 5.3 GHz.

Fig. 7. Antenna II responses at the designs obtained using the proposed global optimization framework for selected algorithm runs: (a) run 1, (b) run 2, (c) run 3.
Dashed line shows the initial design x(0) obtained after the global search stage, solid line represents the antenna response at the final design. Vertical lines mark the
target operating frequencies, here 2.45 GHz, 3.6 GHz, and 5.3 GHz.

Fig. 8. Antenna III responses at the designs obtained using the proposed global optimization framework for selected algorithm runs: (a) run 1, (b) run 2, (c) run 3.
Dashed line shows the initial design x(0) obtained after the global search stage, solid line represents the antenna response at the final design. Vertical lines mark the
target operating frequencies, here 3.5 GHz, 5.8 GHz, and 7.5 GHz.
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